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Abstract

In recent years, design patterns gain more interest in software engineering communities for both

software development and maintenance. As a template to solve a certain recurring problem, a design

pattern documents successful experiences of software experts and gradually becomes the design

guidelines of software development. Applying design patterns correctly can improve the efficiency of

software design in terms of reusability and enhance maintainability during reverse engineering.

Software can be evolved when developers modify their initial designs as requirements change. For

instance, a developer may add/delete a set of design elements, such as classes and methods.

Modifications on software artifacts can introduce conflicts and inconsistencies in the previously

applied design patterns, which are difficult to find and time-consuming to correct. This paper

presents a graph-transformation approach to pattern level design validation and evolution. Based on

a well founded formalism, we validate a given design by a graph grammar parser and automatically

evolve the design at pattern level using a graph-transformation system. Rules for potential pattern

evolutions are predefined. The graph-transformation approach preserves the integrity and

consistency of design patterns in the system when designs change. A prototype system is built and

a case study on the Strategy pattern demonstrates the feasibility of pattern-based design validation

and evolution using graph transformation techniques.
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1. Introduction

Software systems become increasingly complicated and hard to maintain due to the
massive information in the system and complex system structure. There has been an urgent
need for an efficient and effective method to ease the tedious work at software
development and maintenance stages. The emergence of object-oriented design patterns
[1] makes software development more efficient in terms of reusability because design
patterns document the successful experience of experts and provide solutions to certain
reoccurring problems in particular contexts. Application of design patterns facilitates
software development in that it allows software engineers to communicate and collaborate
with each other efficiently. Well documented design patterns also assist the comprehension
of legacy programs in reverse engineering.

In addition to efficient software development methodologies, software systems should
always be adaptable to evolve upon modification requests from users or designers. This
requires a system to be extensible and flexible since we cannot know all the requirements
and build a perfect system at the beginning [2]. Arthur et al. [3] defined software evolution
as ‘‘a continuous change from a lesser, simpler, or worse state to a higher or better state’’
for software system. To efficiently achieve such an evolution, modifications to a system
generally start from the design level that hides massive programming information because
the size of a design is typically much smaller and more manageable than that of codes.

Since Gamma et al. [1] first introduced the well recognized design patterns, intensive
research has been carried out on the application of design patterns. The wide use of design
patterns requires an effective mechanism to validate software designs and allow designers
to make modifications on them as system requirements change. On one hand, it is
necessary to guarantee that a design complies with the structural integrity of the design
patterns that have been applied. On the other hand, any change on the design should not
violate the structural properties of existing design patterns in the system, since a local
modification may have a chain effect on the whole system. Manually checking the impact
of a single modification, however, is a time-consuming and error-prone process. In general,
design evolutions that happen at pattern level includes refactoring [4] and design pattern
evolution [5]. Refactoring is to find the ‘‘bad smell’’ in the system and reconstruct it in
order to achieve better efficiency with external behaviors preserved. Design pattern
evolution is to refine a design pattern according to requirements changes while maintaining
the pattern’s properties. A design pattern normally includes changeable and stable parts.
The changeable part of a design pattern can be potentially adapted to several different
applications, while the stable part will remain. More specifically, pattern participants,
e.g. classes and relationships, may be added to/removed from a particular design pattern
without violating the pattern’s structural properties and constraints. We defined such
a process as a pattern level design evolution, in which pattern participants in a system
design are modified but the fundamental properties of the design are preserved at the
pattern level.

As a de facto standard to visually modeling software systems, UML provides a set of
intuitive notations to represent design patterns and corresponding designs. The lack of
formal semantics, however, prevents UML from automatic validation and evolution.
Dong et al. [5] automated the design evolution process as XSLT transformations that can
transform the UML model of a design pattern application into the evolved UML model of
the pattern. Both the original and evolved UML models are represented in an XMI format
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to facilitate the transformations. To take advantage of the graphical characteristics UML
diagrams, we explore a graph-transformation approach to pattern level design validation
and evolution.
Graph transformation, which offers a computational paradigm of mathematical

precision and visual specification [6], provides an intuitive yet formal means to interpret
and manipulate visual languages. In general, graph transformation defines computation
in a multi-dimensional fashion based on a set of rewriting rules, i.e. productions.
Each production consists of two parts: a left graph and a right graph, the difference
between which visually indicates the changes generated by a computation. By representing
a design as a graph, the problem of design evolution is converted to graph evolution, which
can be naturally realized through graph transformation: the left graph of a production
indicates the pre-condition of an evolution and the right graph represents the post-
condition after an evolution. Applying graph transformation to design evolution can
guarantee that the design after evolution still observes the structural properties of its
underlying patterns. A graph grammar system [7] extends a graph transformation system
by (1) defining an initial graph and (2) classifying terminal and non-terminal objects. In
this way, a graph grammar abstracts the essential structures shared by a set of graphs.
Therefore, we formalize the structure of a design pattern into a graph grammar, and
correspondingly validate the structural integrity of a design through a parsing process, i.e.
a sequence of graph-transformations. Using visual representation to interpret software
evolution and validation improves the expressiveness to human’s understanding and
communication.
In summary, this paper presents a graph-transformation framework for pattern level

design validation and evolution, which is characterized by a syntax-oriented graphical
design environment facilitated by an automatic design evolution tool. The graphical design
environment can verify whether a design observes the structural integrity of a design
pattern while the evolution tool can guarantee that a design after evolution is still
consistent with the structural properties of its underlying patterns. Validation of a design is
a parsing process on a graph representing the design. In order to improve the performance
of the parsing process, each design pattern defines one key structure. We first locate the key
structure in a design and then initiate a parsing process from the key structure. The key
structure can narrow down the parser’s searching scope and thus achieve a better
performance. Based on the characteristics of GoF design patterns, we categorize pattern
level design evolutions into five types [11] (e.g. independent evolution and packaged
evolution), which are applicable to different design patterns. Each evolution style in a
specific design pattern is defined through graph-transformation. When an evolution is
carried out through graph transformation, the syntactic correctness of the evolved design is
guaranteed with respect to a design pattern.
The contributions of this paper are threefold:

� Formalizing design pattern structures using graphical representation.
� Validating patterns in a design by the spatial graph grammars.
� Realizing pattern-based design evolutions through graph-transformations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the Spatial
Graph Grammar (SGG) [8] formalism and concepts of graph transformation. Section 3
explains the classification of design pattern evolutions. Section 4 presents the overview of
our framework and investigates a graph-transformation approach to design pattern
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validation and evolution. Section 5 shows a prototype system and illustrates an example
using the Strategy pattern. Section 6 reviews related work. Section 7 concludes this paper
and discusses the future work.

2. The spatial graph grammar and graph-transformation

Graph grammars extend Chomsky’s generative grammars into the domain of graphs.
Different from string grammar expressing sentences in a sequence of characters, graph
grammars are suitable for specifying information in a multidimensional fashion.

The SGG formalism [8] is a context-sensitive graph grammar formalism, which allows
the left graph to have multiple nodes, and is expressive in specifying various types of
graphs. The SGG formalism is expressed in a node-edge format as presented in Fig. 1. In
an SGG, nodes are organized into a two-level hierarchy, where a large rectangle
representing the node itself is the first level with embedded small rectangles as the second
level called vertices. Fig. 1(a) depicts a typical SGG node, which includes various vertices.
In a node, each vertex is uniquely labeled. A node can be viewed as a module, a procedure
or a variable, etc., depending on the design requirement and object granularity. A vertex
functions as a port to connect other nodes by an edge. Edges denote communications or
relationships between nodes.

With a well-established theoretical background a graph grammar can be used as a
natural and powerful syntax-definition formalism [7] to specify visual languages and the
parsing algorithm based on a graph grammar may be used to check the syntactic
correctness. More specifically, applying a production to a host graph can be classified as an
L-application (i.e. replacing the left graph of a production with the right graph of the
production) or R-application (i.e. a replacement from the right graph to the left graph).
The visual language, defined by a graph grammar, can then be derived by using
L-applications from an initial graph. On the other hand, R-applications are used to verify
the membership of a graph. If a host graph is eventually transformed into an initial graph,
i.e. a special symbol l, the parsing process is successful and the host graph is considered to
represent a type of design sharing the structural properties specified by the graph grammar.

Due to the multi-dimensional nature of graphs, some mechanisms are needed to address
the embedding issue in a graph transformation [9], i.e. establishing relationships between
the surrounding of a replaced graph and its replacing graph in the host graph. Inherited
from the reserved graph grammar [10], the SGG addresses the embedding issue by the
marking technique. In a production, a vertex is marked by prefixing its label with a unique
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integer. For example, in the production of Fig. 1(b), vertex D of Pics1 is marked while the
vertex N is unmarked. If a vertex v in a replaced sub-graph (i.e. a redex) maps to a marked
vertex in a production, v will be preserved during graph-transformation to establish
connections between the surrounding of the replaced sub-graph and a new replacing sub-
graph. As the sub-graph (the dotted rectangle) in Fig. 2(a) is isomorphic to the right
graph of the production in Fig. 1(b), the vertices in Fig. 2(a) that map to the marked
vertices in Fig. 1(b) are highlighted with gray color. Those highlighted vertices will be
preserved in a graph-transformation as shown in Fig. 2(b), and the transformed graph is
shown in Fig. 2(c).

3. Pattern based design evolution

3.1. Problem statement

Design patterns have been widely accepted as guidelines documenting the design of an
object-oriented system since Gamma et al. [1] introduced the popular 23 design patterns.
Each design pattern has a structure, behavior and semantic meaning. The structure
indicates the structural relations among pattern elements; the behavior tells how pattern
participants interact with each other and the semantic meaning defines the context of a
problem addressed by the design pattern.
Therefore, each design pattern has some essential properties. For example, the Mediator

pattern should have a concrete mediator referred to each of its concrete colleagues while
concrete colleagues do not have references between each other. In real modeling, a design
can evolve with variations to satisfy application requirements without violating the
pattern’s essential properties. For example, we introduce a new concrete colleague class to
the mediator pattern as shown in Fig. 3. Such an evolution is not trivial since any local
modification may cause the evolved design violating some underlying essential properties.
If a designer ignores the neighboring elements influenced by the modification, the change
can lead to inconsistency and a consequent malfunction. For instance, in Fig. 3, the
introduction of class ConcreteColleague3 requires to establish one inheritance and one
association with Colleague and ConcreteMediator (highlighted with dotted circles),
respectively, in order to maintain the essential properties of the mediator pattern. Missing
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any of these elements violates the constraints of the mediator pattern. However, it is
tedious and error-prone to require designers to perform all the required modifications
propagated within the design.

This paper aims at developing a graphical design environment that supports automated
pattern-based design evolutions, in which two challenging issues will be addressed: (1) the
pattern structural integrity of a design needs to be validated since a syntactically correct
design is the prerequisite of a successful pattern-based design evolution; (2) an automatic
mechanism is desirable to perform pattern-based design evolution while keeping the
evolved design correct and consistent.

There are some issues that need special attention when we perform pattern-based design
validation and evolution. For instance, design elements, e.g. a class, may participate in
multiple design patterns. Patterns sharing common elements can be the same or different
as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 4(a), the Strategy pattern overlaps with
the adapter pattern. In Fig. 4(b) two Strategy patterns share the same ‘‘strategy’’ and
‘‘concreteStrategy’’. If a modification occurs to the shared elements of multiple design
patterns we need to consider the influences to all patterns involved.

3.2. Classification of pattern-based design evolution

The pattern-based design evolution involves the modifications of pattern participants.
Pattern participants of a software system include classes, attributes, operations and
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relationships, e.g. association and generalization. For example, a designer may introduce a
new class to extend the original design. As discussed in Section 3.1, the modification to a
pattern element may affect other pattern participants. In real world modeling, design
patterns are applied in the system with variants to meet various application requirements.
We explore the changeable part in each design pattern that allows future extensions.
Pattern level design evolutions could change the structure and behavior of a system by
means of addition/deletion of software artifacts while keeping the fundamental properties
of its underlying pattern invariant.
Although different patterns have different properties, they share some common

evolution requirements and actions. From this perspective, we summarize five pattern
level evolutions that are recurring in different design patterns. For each evolution style, the
changes will not violate the properties and constraints of the original design. We classify
pattern-based design evolution into five main categories [11] as follows:

� Independent: The addition or removal of one independent class and the corresponding
relationships between this class and the classes in the original pattern. The added or
removed class is independent in the sense that the addition or removal of the class does
not cause any effects on the existing classes of the design. For example, in Fig. 5(a), a
concrete class with a generalization and an association to other classes in the dashed
area can be added to the mediator pattern without changing the structural integrity of
this pattern.
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� Packaged: The addition or removal of one independent class and the corresponding
relationships between this class and the classes in the original pattern. In addition,
certain attributes and/or operations of this class are added and removed accordingly.
Fig. 5(b) shows the observer pattern. The dashed rectangle shows the addition of one
ConcreteObeserver class with one attribute.
� Class group: The addition or removal of one attribute/operation in several different

classes consistently. In this case, a certain set of classes, instead of a single class, are
affected by the addition or removal of the attribute or operation. Fig. 5(c) shows the
observer pattern with an additional set of attributes that are highlighted in the dashed
rectangle. This pattern indicates that a new data is observed by all the observers.
� Correlated class: The addition or removal of a group of correlated classes. When certain

classes are added or removed, some other classes have to be added or removed
accordingly. Fig. 5(d) shows an AbstractFactory pattern. Adding one ConcreteFactory
class is accompanied by the addition of two product classes with the corresponding
relationships as shown in the dashed areas.
� Correlated attribute/operation: The addition or removal of a group of classes, that

requires the addition or removal of some attributes or operations in the classes of the
original pattern applications. As shown in the dashed part of Fig. 5(e), adding ProductB
classes has to be accompanied by the addition of two correlated CreateProductB()
methods to the classes in the original design.

The category of design pattern evolution offers a guideline for developers as they evolve
a software system and guarantees pattern consistency. Table 1 summarizes the relation-
ships between the pattern evolutions and GoF design patterns. For example, the
CorrelatedClass and CorrelatedAttribute/Operation evolutions can be applied to the
adapter pattern.

Based on the classification of pattern evolutions, this paper presents a graphical
environment with a graph-transformation engine that supports an automatic design
evolution. Given a design pattern, each applicable evolution is specified through a
sequence of graph-transformation rules. By explicitly representing the changes caused by a
design evolution in the graph-transformation process, a complete evolution can be carried
out without missing any modifications on the affected pattern participants. Therefore we
avoid the tedious work of manually checking each evolved design.
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Table 1

Potential evolutions of design patterns [11]

Type Evolution name Design pattern name

1 Independent Mediator, Fac-ade

2 Packaged Prototype, Bridge, Composite, Decorator, Interpreter, Observer, State,

Strategy, TemplateMethod, Visitor, Chain of responsibility

3 ClassGroup Decorator, Observer

4 CorrelatedClass AbstractFactory, Builder, FactoryMethod, Adapter, Proxy, Command,

Iterator

5 CorrelatedAttribute/

Operation

AbstractFactory, Builder, Adapter, Visitor
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4. Graph-transformation approach to design pattern evolution

4.1. Overview

This section describes a general framework of our approach as shown in Fig. 6. Given a
design, a graph-transformation-based design pattern evolution proceeds in three steps [12]:

Design representation: Using a graphical design environment, a designer can apply
design patterns to a system design represented in UML class diagrams. Alternatively,
design patterns can be retrieved from source codes using reverse engineering techniques. In
either case, a design pattern expressed in a UML class diagram can be automatically
transformed into a node-edge representation, which can be recognized by the SGG parser.
Then, a design pattern in a node-edge format can be validated and evolved through graph-
transformation in the next two steps.

Design validation: Since a syntactic-correct design pattern is the prerequisite for a
successful evolution, we need to validate the structural and behavioral properties of the
given pattern. An SGG based parsing approach is used to examine the fundamental
properties of a pattern. More specifically, we formalize the fundamental properties of a
design pattern into a graph grammar. Based on the graph grammar, if a design pattern can
be finally reduced to an initial graph, i.e. a special symbol l, through a parsing process, the
design satisfies all essential properties enforced by the pattern. Given a host graph
representing a design, the start point of a parsing is essential to a successful design
validation. For example, based on the graph grammar in Fig. 9, the parser will fail in the
validation of a design in Fig. 8 if the first class analyzed is not the ‘‘Strategy’’. One brutal-
force approach is to start the parsing process exhaustively for each symbol in the host
graph once [13]. In order to improve the parsing performance, we employ the key structure
in each design pattern, which characterizes the essential property in a design pattern. To
validate the structure and behavior properties of a design, we first locate the key structure
in the design and then start the parsing process from the key structure. In summary, the
validation module consists of two steps:

1. Locate the key structure in a design.
2. Start parsing from the key structure.

The first step can be realized by a linear searching algorithm which will be explained
shortly. The searching space is small since there are normally a limited number of nodes in
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each pattern. At the second step, we apply a graph grammar to a node-edge diagram
corresponding to the user-defined design.

Design evolution: The graph-transformation engine consists of a set of predefined graph-
transformation rules for each type of pattern evolutions. The input to the transformation
engine includes the node-edge diagram of a design, which has been verified in the second
step, and the modification request specified by the user, e.g. adding/removing a
class. According to the modification request, a set of predefined graph-transformation
rules are selected to evolve the design. The graph-transformation rules apply all the
changes to the evolving design in order to keep its fundamental properties invariant.
In order words, the productions define both the changes to the design elements specified
by a user and other related changes caused by the user’s changes. Therefore, using the
graph-transformation engine for the evolution will guarantee the consistency of the
evolved pattern.

4.2. Design representation

As described in Section 2, we employ the SGG formalism to specify pattern-based design
validation and evolutions. Both the system under study and the evolving design are
represented as graphs. This section introduces preliminary concepts that are intrinsic to
graph grammars and design representations.

Class diagram, one of the most popular diagrams in UML, visually models the static
structure of a system in terms of classes and their relationships. In order to verify the
structure of a class diagram, we translate a class diagram (Fig. 7(a)) into a node-edge
format (Fig. 7(b)), on which the SGG parser operates. Nodes denote classes and
relationships, e.g. Association in a UML class diagrams. Each node includes a set of
vertices. Each node and vertex has a label to represent its meaning.

In class diagrams, classes are represented by compartmentalized rectangles including
classes, attributes and operations. In a node-edge diagram, a node labeled Class denotes
the first compartment containing the class name. A set of nodes labeled Attri represents
attributes in the second compartment. These nodes are sequenced by linking two adjacent
attributes in the order as they are displayed in the compartment, and the sequence of
attributes is attached to a class name by linking the first Attri node with the Class node.
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Operations in the third compartment are processed in the same way as attributes by
replacing Attri with Oper nodes.

An association denoted by straight or diagonal lines in UML carries information about
reference relationships between two classes. In a node-edge diagram, a node labeled Asso is
used to symbolize an association between two nodes. To indicate the navigability of
association, there are two vertices labeled L and R inside the node Asso. The vertices
labeled L and R inside an Asso node are connected to a referencing Class node and a
referenced Class node, respectively. On the other hand, if a relationship is undirected in the
representation of a design pattern, we ignore the difference between L and R. Aggregation

and Composition, two special types of associations, are translated in the same way as
associations.

A generalization specifies a hierarchical relationship between a general description and a
specific description. In the node-edge representation, a node Inhe is used to denote the
generalization between two classes. Similarly to the Asso node, there are two vertices inside
Inhe labeled P and C, which are used to connect the parent class and the child class,
respectively.
Definition 1. Given a vertex set O, a node is 3-tuple N ¼ (V, l, name), where V is a set of

vertices, l: V-O is an injective function to label vertices, and name is the node label.
In particular, there are two kinds of vertices in a node that represent a class in a design

pattern: relationship vertex and method call vertex. As shown in Fig. 7, the graph defines
the adapter pattern. The node named ‘‘adapter’’ represents a class name and has two
vertices labeled ‘I’ and ‘A’ to connect with the generalization and association relationships,
respectively. The vertex ‘M’ connects to a method call node.
Definition 2. A directed host graph is a 4-tuple G ¼ (N, E, s, t), where N is the node set,

EAN�N is the edge set, and s, t: E-V.N are two functions that specify the source and
target points of an edge. V.N is the set of vertices within N.
Fig. 7 is a host graph instance representing the adapter pattern in the node-edge format.

Nodes denote classes, relationships and interacting method calls. Vertices imply directions
of relationships. For instance, the inheritance node named Inhe has two vertices P and C

that connect to a superclass and a subclass, respectively, impling a class ‘adapter’ inherits a
class ‘target’.
Definition 3. Two nodes n1 and n2 are isomorphic, denoted as n1En2, iff

9f ððf : n1:V ! n2:V Þ ^ 8v 2 n1:V ðn1:lðvÞ ¼ n2:lðf ðvÞÞÞ ^ n2:s ¼ f ðn1:sÞÞ.

The definition requires that two nodes are isomorphic if and only if they have the same
vertices and node labels. For instance, the node ‘‘class’’ in the production /1S of the
Strategy pattern in Fig. 9 and the node ‘‘class’’ in the node-edge representation of the
Strategy pattern in Fig. 8 are isomorphic.

4.3. Design validation

4.3.1. Key structure

We first need to validate if a user-defined pattern instance complies with some
fundamental structural properties before it evolves. In general, there exists a key structure
[14] in each design pattern that plays an essential role in gluing different design elements
into a complete pattern. For instance, in the adapter pattern in Fig. 7, the class ‘adapter’
with an association and inheritance relationships is the key structure for the adapter
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pattern. For the Strategy pattern, the class ‘‘Strategy’’ is the key structure. The key
structure functions as a nexus in a design with the highest number of connections with
pattern participants. Moreover, its behavior shows the major semantic meanings that
distinguish the pattern from other patterns. A key structure can comprise more than
one node.

We develop a linear searching algorithm to locate the key structure in a design pattern.
A key structure is characterized by: (1) the number and type of its connections with
neighboring elements; (2) the types and names of nodes. For instance, the key structure in
the Strategy pattern is a non-abstract class with one aggregation, at lease one
generalization and at least one connection to a method call. This information is the
criterion to identify the key structure of a design pattern in the linear search.

In the implementation of the linear searching algorithm, the node-edge graph is a 2-tuple
G (V, E) and a class is represented in as a 2-tuple (N, R). N and R are one-dimensional
arrays that store the class information and its neighboring relationships, respectively.
Relationships are distinguished by the weights of edge. As each host graph has a limited
number of nodes, the two-dimensional graph can be stored in a one-dimensional array
with all the node information recorded in an arbitrary order. The algorithm examines
each node and its connections. If a node that satisfies the property of a key structure
is identified, we will mark it. The process continues until all nodes are scanned once.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown as follows:

Algorithm KEYSTRUCTURE_SEARCH
Input: A graph G (V, E)
Output: A sub-graph of G
Create a Queue Q
Enqueue (Q, V)
While Q is not empty do

for each vertex v in Q do
for all edges e incident on v do

Add edge e’s type to v
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If v ‘edge types satisfy those of a key node in key structure
Mark v and mark its edges.

Dequeue(Q,v)

4.3.2. Graph grammar parsing

Definition 4. Two graphs G1 and G2 are homomorphic, denoted as G1EG2, iff (f: G1-G2,
where f is a mapping such that 8n 2 G1:N : n � f ðnÞ and 8e ¼ ðv1; v2Þ 2 G1:E : f ðeÞ ¼

ðf ðv1Þ; f ðv2ÞÞ 2 G2:E.
Graph homomorphism is an essential concept in graph parsing. When the parser

matches a redex G1 (a subgraph of a host graph) with a graph G2 of a rule, the redex G1

and the graph G2 must be homomorphic. A graph grammar includes a set of productions,
which formally summarizes the essential properties of a design pattern. Staring from the
key structure located in the first step, we apply the graph grammar to the user-defined
pattern. If the pattern can be reduced to an initial graph, i.e. l, by a sequence of
productions, the pattern conforms to the structural properties of a particular design
pattern.
Fig. 8(a) shows the Strategy pattern and Fig. 8(b) is its corresponding node-edge

representation, in which operations are explicitly added in order to validate the
interactions between classes. The syntax productions are defined based on the node-edge
representations. Pattern participants such as classes, attributes and operations are
represented as non-terminal symbols with respect to their syntactic meanings. Fig. 9
illustrates the productions for the Strategy pattern. In this grammar, production /1S (for
brevity P/1S) reduces the operations in a connected structure composed of a Strategy
class and a ConcreteStretegy class. P/1S further eliminates the ConcreteStrategy node
that connects to an inheritance node and the operation node attached to the Strategy node.
P/3S reduces the last ConcreteStrategy node in the structure. P/4S indicates that a
Context-Strategy structure can be generated from the structure produced by P/3S. The
last production specifies the context-strategy structure can be reduced to l. Reaching the
state l implies a successful parsing. Fig. 10 illustrates a parsing process that initiates from
the class ‘‘strategy’’ on the Strategy pattern with predefined productions.

4.4. Design evolution

As both the original design pattern and evolved design pattern are represented as
graphs, a pattern level design evolution can be naturally interpreted as a graph-
transformation: the left graph defines the precondition before an evolution while the right
graph specifies the postcondition after evolution. The graph-transformation process
proceeds by finding a redex in a host graph and replacing it with the right graph of a
transformation rule.
According to the definition and classification of pattern evolutions described in

Section 3, each design pattern has certain types of potential evolutions. Each evolution is
uniquely determined by two factors: the desired type of evolution and the pattern name.
Definition 5. A pattern level design evolution E is a partial function of type T and

Pattern P: T�P-E, where T ¼ {Independent, Packaged, ClassGroup, CorrelatedClass,
CorrelatedAttribute/Operation}, and P ¼ {GoF design patterns}
For instance, according to Table 1 the Strategy pattern may be changed in a Packaged

evolution. In this type of evolution, developers can add or remove an independent class
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(e.g. the ConcretateStrategy2 class in Fig. 11) with its corresponding method or attributes
(e.g. the AlgorithmInterface method) and relationships with other classes (e.g. the
inheritance relationship with strategy) as well. Fig. 12 gives the production to realize a
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Packaged evolution for the Strategy pattern. Before applying the production to a host
graph representing the original design pattern, the transformation controller will first find
a match of the left graph of the production, i.e. a redex, in the host graph. In this case, the
redex consists of an inheritance node, a strategy node and an operation node. Once the
redex is found, it will be replaced by the right graph of the production. As the productions
encapsulate all necessary modifications, all the elements can be changed together to keep
the fundamental properties invariant. Otherwise, manually performing the modification
will cause some potential problems. Moreover, a manual modification requires a deep
understanding of the evolved pattern since missing modification on any affected pattern
participant will violate the structural integrity.

5. A prototype system

This section shows a prototype system for an automated design pattern evolution based
on SGG. At the system level, the graph-transformation approach described above is
realized by four modules as shown in Fig. 13: node editor, production editor, graph-
transformation engine and graphical editing tool in the node-edge format.
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The node editor and production editor provide an easy-to-use user interface to define
graph grammar and graph-transformation rules. A graph grammar formalizes the essential
properties of a design pattern while graph-transformation rules specify design evolutions.
Designers can use a graphical editing tool to edit design patterns in the node-edge
representation. Alternatively, designers can also specify design patterns in the form of
UML, which are automatically converted to a node-edge representation. The graph-
transformation engine is the kernel of the system, which validates the structure of a design
pattern and evolves a design upon users’ requests. The graphical design system allows users
to define nodes, edit host graphs, customize production rules and automatically parse host
graphs. If a host graph can be parsed successfully, the system will report a valid result and
show the parsing path.

In the case study, we use the Strategy pattern as a host graph and illustrate its parsing
process. Fig. 14 is the screenshot of the production editor. All productions of the Strategy
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pattern are listed in the leftmost column. The two columns on the right show the left graph
and right graph of production /2S, respectively, as defined in Section 4.3 (Fig. 9). Shaded
vertices are marked. We can also import predefined productions. Fig. 15 illustrates the
host graph of the Strategy pattern and a valid parsing result. The popup shows a valid
parsing result on the host graph and a tree structure that indicates how the host graph is
constructed by the grammar. The host graph in Fig. 16 is not valid since the connection
between nodes 7 and 9 is missing, which violates the structural properties of the Strategy
pattern.
Similarly, design pattern evolutions can also be conducted by this system after minor

modifications to the parser and applying the rules differently. This case study shows the
feasibility of using SGG formalism to represent and validate design patterns.

6. Related work

Design pattern becomes popular in OO software research communities since Gamma
et al. [1] proposed the catalog of design patterns. Research on design patterns mainly
focuses on the techniques for pattern application, pattern recovery and pattern evolution.
With the development of visual language applications [15–17], many research work have
taken advantage of the formal foundation of visual languages, i.e. graph grammars and
transformations, to address issues in the area of design patterns.
Radermacher [18] used graph queries and graph rewriting rules to specify design

patterns. In his work, applications were reconstructed to meet certain prerequisites of a
middleware for distribution purpose. Systems were represented as graphs using
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PROGRES schema. Graph queries were used to detect violations to the distribution
prerequisites. A supporting tool was built to transform a system in a way such
that it conforms to a specific pattern. His work defined the system transformation as
patterns based on the prerequisites of distribution, which is an application of design
pattern and different from out work that uses graph-transformation to realize pattern
evolution.

Another pattern application is refactoring. One aim of refactoring is to apply a suitable
design pattern to enhance software flexibility. Mens et al. [19] adopted typed graph to
represent source codes and formalized two refactorings: encapsulated field and pull up
method. The result showed that graphs rewriting rules could specify the source-code
transformation implied by a refactoring and the formalism guarantees the behavior
preservation. The two refactoring reconstructed the system by implicitly applying a design
pattern. Their work was the transformation from a design without a design pattern to a
design with design patterns.

Costagliola et al. [13] proposed a design pattern recovery approach using visual
languages. Patterns were expressed in terms of visual grammars and retrieved by a pattern
recognition parser. This parser used an attributed-based representation of XPG grammar,
which is not as expressive as the SGG. The SGG keeps structural information by
representing classes and relationships as nodes and linking them via edges. Moreover, to
parse a graph they exhaustively examined every node as a start point. On the contrary, we
used a linear searching algorithm as a preprocessing to locate a key structure as the start
symbol, which greatly improves the parsing efficiency step.
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There are also many design pattern recovery techniques that do not employ visual language
concepts. Shull et al. [20] proposed an inductive method to manually discover customized,
domain specific patterns from OO software systems. They tried to find out recurring patterns
that solved some specific problems by mining common structures from students’ assignments.
Antonial et al. [21] presented a multi-stage reduction strategy using software metrics and
structural properties to extract design patterns from OO designs or codes. In their work,
codes and designs were mapped into an intermediate representation, called Abstract Object
Language. Ferenc et al. [22] presented the Columbus framework to recognize design patterns
from C++ source code. They build an abstract semantic graph that contains all the
information about the source code. Columbus uses a XML-based DPML (Design Pattern
Makeup Language) file to depict a design pattern and matches the graph of DPML to the
ASG to find patterns represented by DPML. Tsantails et al. [23] developed a pattern
detection methodology based on a similarity scoring algorithm between graph representations
of the pattern to be detected and the system under study. This approach allows the detection
of customized patterns. These work mine patterns from systems mainly based on pattern
structures. The evolution of patterns was, however, not addressed.
Dong et al. [11] defined the classification of pattern evolutions and proposed an

XMI-based approach to design pattern evolutions. Different from our work, both the
original and evolved UML models were presented in XMI format. The evolution was
performed as XSLT transformation with a set of user predefined rules. Java Theorem
Prover (JTP) was deployed to verify the system. The XMI files had to be converted to an
RDF/RDFS format before validation. In contrast, our approach specifies all the necessary
manipulations in graph grammar rules, which enhances the expressiveness and accuracy of
the evolution. Furthermore, design representation conversions between validation and
evolution stages are avoided in our system since we use the same graphical format to
denote a system design.
Ciraci et al. [24] formalized software evolution using algebraic graph rewriting. They

modeled software architecture as a colored graph that combined the information from
UML class diagrams and interaction diagrams. The evolution requests were viewed as
morphisms on the components of the software system. They use transformation rules for
evolution requests and argue that these rules can be combined to realize various evolution
requests. Indeed, graph rewriting techniques can formalize software evolution; Ciraci et al.,
however, did not apply them to the design pattern level software evolution, nor to the
validation any structure in the system.
Kobayashi et al. [25] considered pattern evolutions from the perspective of software

development. They evolved the analysis patterns that represent system requirements to the
design patterns at the design level. The evolved patterns do not necessarily maintain the
structural properties of the original pattern because the analysis patterns and the design
patterns serve for different purposes. In their work, the evolution of patterns was to
transform the artifacts in previous stages into new ones during a software development
cycle. The evolution target was different from ours and the consistency issue of this
approach had not been addressed.

7. Conclusion and future work

Evolution of design patterns represented in UML diagrams is an important issue in
software development. This paper has presented a graph-transformation approach to
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pattern-based design validation and evolution, which helps developers to validate their
pattern level designs and allows further consistent modifications. We defined a set of
productions for each design pattern based on its fundamental structure and behavior
properties. We examined the characteristics of design pattern and summarized the
potential evolutions for each pattern. Based on the classification of design pattern
evolutions, we specified graph-transformation rules to manipulate the pattern participants
while maintaining the underlying pattern properties of the design. As the transformation
rules for each evolution include all the influenced pattern participants, the evolved design is
consistent with the original one.

Based on the SGG formalism, we implemented a syntax-oriented graphical design
environment facilitated by an automatic design evolution tool. A design is validated by
SGG parser in the graphical environment and the syntax-correctness of the evolved pattern
is guaranteed by the evolution tool. We investigated the applicability of our approach by
running an example of the Strategy pattern.

As the future work, we will incorporate the approach to UML modeling tools by
automatically converting UML diagrams to node-edge diagrams. Productions for each
design pattern will be semi-inducted automatically from given software systems [26]. The
concept of pattern evolution defined in this paper can be extended if we can derive
productions for customized patterns. The behavior aspect of a design pattern will also be
formalized.
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